Port Adelaide
Alan and I made a trip to Adelaide in April and noted some
items of maritime interest in the Port Adelaide area.
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Whilst our May 13th sailing day numbers were down due to Mother’s
Day (despite Mothers being invited to attend), the following Sunday offered some very tempting sailing weather, calm and warm,
which several members were unable to resist. This photo by Peter
captures Gordon’s model going for a paddle.

Model Portraits -4
This (left) is Murray’s
‘Boss Drover’ speedboat, its flanks still
glistening from the
exertion of a recent
high-speed run.

Old joke
(Hire boat operator)
“Come in number 9,
your time is up!”
(Assistant) “But Bert,
we’ve only got seven
boats!”
(Operator, looking
again) “Are you in
trouble, number 6?”

The harbour front has many historic buildings backing on
to it, with the relocated 1869 lighthouse prominent. On the
right of the photo may be seen the steam tug Yelta.
The Yelta was built in 1949 at the Cockatoo Dockyard in
Sydney. Originally coal-fired, it was converted to oil burning in 1957 and
has a 720kW
triple-expansion
engine. Laid up
in 1976 after 27
years of service,
the tug has been
restored and is
now owned by
the SA Maritime
Museum. Unfortunately, at the time of our visit a boiler
problem had put her out of action and we were unable to
sample the river cruise from her decks.
Within the tight
confines of the
SA
Maritme
Museum itself,
the replica ketch
Active II may
be seen and explored
along
with other exhibits.
A cruise on the MV Dolphin Explorer up-river to Outer Harbour came with the accompaniment of dolphins playing in
the bow wave of the boat, an encouraging sign that the area
is recovering from the legacy of its industrial past.
At the ASC works, a Collins Class submarine was in for a major refit. It appeared to as yet lack the fibreglass sail fairings
designed to reduce its noise signature.

